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Unit One Reading: Kopecho and the Two Suns

Reading: Kopecho and the Two Suns
When the world was very young, there were two suns.  
The earth was always bright and scorching hot because 
they took turns to move across the sky.  The nights were 
never cool and people could not sleep. Everyone was 
unhappy.

A young girl, Kopecho, decided to do something.  She 
whispered to the other people in her village so that the 
suns could not hear her.  No-one was brave enough to 
help her, so she made her plans alone.

First, she dug a deep pit, so deep that the suns couldn’t 
see the bottom of it.  Everyone in the village dug in their gardens every day, so the suns didn’t 
notice anything unusual.  Next, she cooked a feast of grilled fish and flat bread.  She gathered 
juicy fruit – mangoes, oranges and pineapples.  When all was ready, she invited the suns to 
come down.

Kopecho fed the suns and entertained them by dancing.  Then she asked them to dance with 
her.  While they were dancing, she pulled one over the edge of the pit and flung the other one 
away.  However, the sun in the pit climbed back up.  His light had dimmed, but not gone out 
completely.  This sun became the moon.

Kopecho was delighted with the success of her plan and all the people were grateful.  However, 
the Sun and the Moon were furious with her.  They linked rays, picked her up and threw her 
into a swamp, where she turned into a frog.  Even so, Kopecho lived a long and happy life.

 Test Yourself

1. How did Kopecho hide the fact that she was digging a pit?
a.  She was preparing a great feast.

b.  The Moon’s light was not strong enough to see her.

c.  She had whispered her plans to everyone.

d.  Everyone was digging their gardens.

2. the story is about someone
a.  who does something foolish.

b.  who does something clever and brave.

c.  who does something they regret.

d.  who does something they were told not to.

3. What could be another suitable title for the myth?
a.  Kopecho’s Big Adventure.

b.  How Frogs Began.

c.  How the Moon Came to Be.

d.  The Foolish Moon.

Unit One
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Unit One Reading: Kopecho and the Two Suns

Spelling

Use Look‑Say‑Cover‑Write‑Check to learn these words.

fruit towards

early threw

climbed bright

feast light

healthy bottom

something delighted

1. Choose a word or words from the list to complete each sentence.  
a. The                                            of the Moon is not as                                            as that of the Sun.

b. Kopecho pulled the sun                                            the pit and                                            him in.

c. Kopecho prepared a delicious                                            for the suns.

d. One of the suns                                            out of the pit.

e. Do you get up                                            in the morning?

f. Try to eat two pieces of                                            every day.

2. Fill in the blanks to write list words correctly.
a. f r     t e. h     l t   y   i. l   g   t

b. e   r   y f. t o     r   s j. b o     o m  

c. c l   m   e d g. t h r     k. s   m   t h   n g

d. f     s t h. b r   g   t l. d   l i     t e d

3. Find the small words inside these list words.
a. early:        d. bright:           

b. climbed:         e. towards:      ,      ,        

c. healthy:          f. delighted:           

 Test Yourself

1. Find the spelling mistake in each sentence. Write the correct spelling on the line.
a. I always have froot in my lunch box.                                                         

b. The girl woke up very erly.                                                         

c. She made a great feest for them all.                                                         

d. The sun’s lite didn’t go out.                                                         

e. She thru the sun into the pit.                                                         

f. Kopecho was delited with the success of her plan.                                                         
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Unit One Reading: Kopecho and the Two Suns

Grammar

Nouns can be either common, e.g. boat, or proper, e.g. Thomas.  Proper nouns are 
special names for people, places, planets, days and months.

1. Underline all the common nouns and circle all the proper nouns in these sentences.
a. My brother, Leo, is a very good cook. 

b. Kopecho cooked a feast of bread and fish.

c. My family is going to the Snowy Mountains in July.

d. Venus is the brightest planet in the sky.

e. On Thursday, Ms Watts read the story of Kopecho to the class.

f. Theo plays soccer on Saturday.

g. Have you had a trip to Canberra?

h. My birthday is in May.

2. Match each proper noun with its description.

Jupiter Kosciuszko Perth Matilda Africa October Alexander

a. A continent:                                                         

b. The highest mountain in Australia:                                                         

c. The tenth month of the year:                                                         

d. The largest planet in the solar system:                                                         

e. A boy’s name:                                                         

f. The capital city of Western Australia:                                                         

g. A girl’s name:                                                         

 Test Yourself

1. Are the circled words common or proper nouns?  tick the correct box.  C  P
a. None of Kopecho’s friends wanted to help her.  

b. This story comes from South America.  

c. The captain of our team is Lucas.  

d. Yesterday, I read a myth from Greece.  

e. Did you like the myth from Greece?  

f. The pit Kopecho dug was very deep and dark.  
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Unit One Reading: Kopecho and the Two Suns

Punctuation

Proper nouns are always written with capital letters, e.g. Lucy, November.

1. Rewrite these sentences correctly. Put a capital letter at the beginning and for any 
proper nouns.  Don’t forget a full stop or question mark at the end.
a. on thursday, we can dress up as our favourite superhero

 

b. the capital city of australia is canberra

 

c. mercury is the smallest planet and jupiter is the biggest

 

d. did you enjoy the story about kopecho

 

 Test Yourself

1. Circle the word in each group which needs a capital letter.  Write it on the line.
a. mango  /  harry  /  dinner                                                         

b. hobart  /  city  /  farmer                                                         

c. planet  /  star  /  saturn                                                         

d. month  /  year  /  march                                                         

e. france  /  country  /  airport                                                         

Vocabulary
1. Circle the word that has nearly the same meaning as the word from the text.

a. delighted puzzled  /  overjoyed  /  fortunate

b. plotted worked  /  lied  /  planned

c. juicy moist  /  huge  /  shiny

2. ‘threw’ and ‘through’ are homophones.  Use these words correctly in the sentences.
a. Kopecho                                  one of the suns into the deep pit.

b. The hikers tramped                                  the thick pine forest.

c. Sam thought he would never get                                  his chores.

d. “Who                                  the ball that went                                  the window?” Dad asked.

3. the suffix ‘y’ added to a word means ‘made up of’ or ‘full of’, e.g. rubbery.  Add ‘y’ to 
these words.
a. health:                                                          d. cream:                                                         

b. sand:                                                          e. fluff:                                                         

c. rain:                                                          f. dirt:                                                         
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Unit One Reading: Kopecho and the Two Suns

Writing Task

Read some myths and choose your favourite one.  Retell it in your own words.

Use strong verbs 
and descriptive 
adjectives 
to make 
your writing 
interesting.
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English 4 Answers

Unit One:  
Kopecho and the Two Suns.
Test Yourself
1. d.    2. b.    3. c.

SPELLING
1. a. light, bright    b. towards, threw    c. feast    
d. climbed    e. early    f. fruit
2. a. fruit    b. early    c. climbed    d. feast    
e. healthy    f. towards    g. threw    h. bright    
i. light    j. bottom    k. something    l. delighted
3. a. ear    b. limb    c. heal    d. right     
e. to, tow, war, wards    f. light
Test Yourself
1. a. fruit    b. early    c. feast    d. light    e. threw    
f. delighted

GRAMMAR
1. a. c – brother, cook; p – Leo     
 b. c – feast, bread, fish; p – Kopecho     
 c. c – family; p - Snowy Mountains, July     
 d. c – planet, sky; p – Venus     
 e. c – story, class; p – Ms Watts     
 f. c – soccer; p – Theo, Saturday     
 g. c – trip; p – Canberra     
 h. c – birthday; p – May
2. a. Africa    b. Kosciuszko    c. October    d. Jupiter    
e. Alexander    f. Perth    g. Matilda
Test Yourself
1. a. C    b. P    c. P    d. C    e. P    f. C

PUNCTUATION
1. a. On Thursday, we can dress up as our 
favourite superhero.
 b. The capital city of Australia is Canberra.
 c. Mercury is the smallest planet and Jupiter is 
the biggest.
 d. Did you enjoy the story of Kopecho?
Test Yourself
1. a. Harry    b. Hobart    c. Saturn    d. March    
e. France

VOCABULARY
1. a. overjoyed    b. planned    c. moist
2. a. threw    b. through    c. through    d. threw, 
through

3. a. healthy    b. creamy    c. sandy    d. fluffy    
e. rainy    f. dirty

Unit Two: The Edge of the Earth.
Test Yourself
1. d.    2. c.    3. d.

SPELLING
1. a. sailor    b. believe    c. danger    d. world    
e. unknown    f. explore
2. a. edge    b. meals    c. monster    d. whirlpool    
e. ideas    f. wreck
3. a. danger, edge, monster, sailor, whirlpool, 
wreck
 b. believe, explore, ideas, meals, unknown, 
world
Test Yourself
1. a. unknown    b. wreck    c. explore    d. believe    
e. danger    f. whirlpool

GRAMMAR
1. a. old    b. grey, strong    c. little, huge    
d. frightening    e. dried    f. dangerous    g. slimy    
h. unheathy
2. a. tasty    b. salty    c. interesting    d. cold    
e. colourful    f. tired
3. Teacher / parent to check
Test Yourself
1. a. stormy    b. enormous    c. hungry    
d. delicious    e. tiny    f. busy

PUNCTUATION
1. a. [.]   b. [?]   c. [.]   d. [!]   e. [?]   f. [!]   g. [.]   h. [?]
Test Yourself
1. d. is correct.

VOCABULARY
1. a. terrified    b. illness    c. thoughts
2. a. unknown    b. undo    c. unkind    d. uneasy    
e. unsure    f. unable    g. unsafe    h. unreal    
i. unafraid
3. a. shipwreck    b. seashore    c. moonlight    
d. everybody    e. eyelash    f. backpack    
g. someone    h. sunlight    i. shipmate

Answers
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